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About This Game

Developed by award winning studio Relic Entertainment, Dawn of War II ushers in a new chapter in the acclaimed RTS series –
taking players to the brutal frontlines of war to lead an Elite Strike Force on a mission to save the galaxy.

It’s the 41st Millennium in the Sub-Sector Aurelia – a cluster of worlds on the edge of the galaxy – where a battle of epic
proportions is about to commence. Ancient races will clash across the planets that dot this sector of space, battling for the

greatest of stakes – not only for control of Sub-Sector Aurelia – but the fate of each race.

With a focus on fast-action RTS gameplay, Dawn of War II brings to life the science fiction universe of Warhammer 40,000
like never before. Experience the intimate brutality of battle as you play through your chosen race’s epic campaign. Clash with
the enemies on battlefield ablaze with visceral melee and ranged combat. Lead and develop your squads from raw recruits into

the most battle hardened veterans in the galaxy. Also included is The Last Stand, a co-operative game mode featuring user
controlled heroes fighting waves of enemies.

Brutal Frontline Action & Tactics
Get straight into the action to experience intense melee and devastating ranged combat. Use vicious melee sync-kills to
obliterate your enemies. Outsmart your opponents using dynamic and destructible environments to suppress, flank and
destroy your foes.
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Non-Linear Single Player Campaign
Command an elite strike force, developing the skills and abilities of your squads and commander as you progress
through the game.

Co-Op Multiplayer
Play through the entire single player campaign co-operatively with a friend, at any point in the game, anytime.

Next Generation RTS Engine
Utilizing Relic's proprietary Essence Engine 2.0 Dawn of War II delivers cinematic visuals, detailed graphics and
amazing special effects.
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Title: Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of War II
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Relic Entertainment, Feral Interactive (Mac/Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac/Linux)
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2009

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or Windows Vista SP1

Processor: P4 3.2 GHz (single core) or any Dual Core processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM (XP), 1.5 GB RAM (Vista)

Graphics: A 128MB Video Card (Shader Model 3) - Nvidia GeForce 6600 GT / ATI X1600, or equivalent

Hard Drive: 6.5 GB of uncompressed Hard Drive space

REQUIRED FOR MULTIPLAYER: INTERNET: Cable modem, DSL modem, or 56.6kbps modem for online multiplayer
play: Network: TCP/IP compliant network

English,French,German,Italian
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Wow, this is a fun game! Easy to play, really tests your reflexes and timing, and lots to unlock. For the price point you can't go
wrong.. Have to agree with the negative reviews. Gone in November's a short game: in the first half you're wandering through a
house completing some quotidian tasks (that basically consist of clicking on things). In the second half, it devolves into a sparse
"dream world" where you walk down a path marked out for you and read short messages that pop up. It's supposed to be about
the story unfolding over the course of the game but, as other reviewers have noted: (a) some of the messages are compromised
by bad grammar and (b) with the pieces your given the details of the story remain vague and confusing [this part's a little
spoilery] you're a sick man? you broke up with your girlfriend who something was wrong with her? someone was in a car
accident? did one of you move to Vietnam?
Basically, this feels unfinished, it's mostly a walking simulator, there is some interesting food for thought but the deeper story
about illness, depression, ? isn't delivered clearly enough to realy hit the mark.
One of the biggest pros people give is "well it's cheap," but even so I'm not sure how well spent my time playing this game was..
GRAPHICS
- Better than standard RPGmaker, and in the same relative style. Expertly made custom map tiles, enemy sprites, and
expressive, evocative character art are among the standouts.
- Fantastic art. Whether or not you use the decensor patch, there's a ton of gorgeous, hand-drawn scenes that genuinely
impressed me.

MUSIC AND SOUND
- I'm terrible at reviewing music and sound design, but I will say this: with almost every game, I usually turn the sound off and
listen to other music eventually. With Desecration of Wings, the music and sound are used very well, carrying moods and
themes expertly, and are an integral, enjoyable, and immersive part of the experience.

GAMEPLAY
- The difficulty curve of this game is masterful, with tactical options available to suit any battle. The experience curve feels
brisk without being too fast, and the characters grow strong as the game continues to challenge them.
- I personally didn't find any need to grind, going place to place and not avoiding every battle gave me enough XP, Sols, and TP
to meet each challenge as they came.

STORY AND WRITING
- This is where the game shines. The story is fantastically paced, and does a good job at teaching you about the world without
shoving it in your face.
- The lens through which the player sees the story is expertly crafted, letting you see through a unique perspective; a perspective
that gets to see kindness, growth, and wholesomeness in a cruel, judgmental, and visceral world.
- The dialogue is exceptional. The main characters have very distinct character voices, and I could easily tell who was speaking
while covering up the face. Information is conveyed at the same time as character development. I would have to say that the
dialogue is this game's strongest point, even considering the game's other strong points.
- Desecration of Wings has easily one of the most healthy, positive perspectives on sex and romance that I've ever read. Instead
of the usual depiction of prostitution as an unfortunate circumstance, a mistake, or immoral, the lens the player views the story
through instead shows harsh judgment of sex work as being cruel or immature, and it does so through how the story makes you
feel, rather than by explicitly stating it. The game explores sex, romance, love, kinkiness, tenderness, consent, and bodily
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autonomy with nuances and respect that I've rarely if ever seen in any other media.

OVERALL
- In summary, Desecration of Wing is an exceptional game that combines well-balanced JRPG-style gameplay with a compelling
plot, thoughtful, well-written dialogue, and an elegantly conveyed empathy. I bought this game on sale, but knowing what I do
now, I'd have gladly payed full price.. I have played with this tool and I honestly love it. Once you get started, it is so easy to
create a color palette from images you have. PLus. it's nice to be able to export it as a png image for use in any program you use
for painting.. Everytime you die, you have to leave the game and join it again. Annoying af. Not recommended.. The game
reminded me resident evil, code veronica. It looks like a classical horror survival game. I will take my time to beat it and i will
keep you informed. As for now, it seems like an oldschool horror survival game, including puzzles and gameplay. I will be back
with my news, cheers to the devs for staying around and giving big time to fix it.. I hoped this product would be better than it
was. The gameplay is very odd, it starts mind numbingly slow and then becomes very fast paced. The difficulty seems to lie in a
manic flurry of enemies and random movements rather than strategy. When I succeeded it felt like luck not accomplishment.
Within 15 minutes I had a top 17 in the world score.

The game drops you in without any explanation. You get points for killing enemies (I think?) but you can also pick up colored
orbs for extra points. There are a handful of powerups but I was again unsure what they did. One with 3 colored balls made me
shoot more but was time limited? A shield which lets me take an extra hit and lasts until damaged. Rocket which turns your
bullets into rockets, and maybe there was another one? At the top of the screen there is a bar that you fill and as you do your
weapon seemingly increases power but its so obtuse I hardly noticed anything happening until I looked for it. You also have a
"boost" which powers you through enemies. I seems like the type of attack that would work well for the slower stat ships. I'm
not sure why each ship doesnt have a different special power.

For no reason what so ever you can draw your own ship. Neat. But you can't customize your ship in any way other than
appearance. You have a set of stats for each ship but they are locked even for a custom ship.

As one of the other reviews said this feels like a college project. Its seemingly well made (except for not having Steam Overlay
and crashing every time I tried to exit.) I just found it lacking any depth and fun. As a proof of concept or an alpha this product
is solid enough to show investors and devs to continue work. As a finished game it feels hollow and 1 dimensional.
. funny simple fast paced defense game where you need to shoot at enemies -
however, its just impossible to kill them all, even though you have different upgrades as you kill the enemies -
faster shooting, faster bullets, more damage, etc.
what i especially liked in a game - it required only 8mb for download! extremely lightweight. Not worth two bucks. I give props
to the people that put this together in 24 hours or whatever at Ludum Dare, but I have buyers remorse.
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It's a good addon, but it would be nice to be able to play as some puppet states like Ukraine, Poland, Lithuania, Baltic Duchy
etc.. Not a perfect DLC, but well worth a purchase if you're a fan of the base game. I was mostly excited for the new ship at
first, which unfortunately doesn't seem that great. Looking past that, the tracks are each unique and fresh. The zero-G gimmick
is tough getting used to at first but if you've mastered the previous tracks it adds a new dimension to conquer. Buy it.. This
Game is really addictive. The drift physics are a bit odd, but at the same time I feel like if I practiced I could get really good. I
sincerely hope the developer keeps adding to this game.. I want to be able to recommend you buy this. I have played it for years
and have had a lot of fun. But the community is completely dead. I haven't seen another player on in months and the game does
not have bots. Only buy this game if you plan on playing it with friends, because that is the only way you can play it,
unfortunately.. If you love puzzles this is a great game that is both fun and challenging. It uses a bit of problem solving and
platform style levels to accomplish the goal of unlocking a door in each room of the mansion. There are a few mansions and
each one has a basement to explore that challenges you with more puzzles and problem solving then the main part of the
mansion. I just love the animation style of the game.. The Good? Its basically a Advance Wars Clone.

The Bad? It's not polished, the UI sucks and it doesnt have the charm of Advance Wars.

Basically, Its like hearing a bad cover of one of your favorite songs.. Interesting time killer
One of them low-memory-demanding games you play while your waiting for downloads, but then get hooked
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